
GENERAL SPECIFICATION:
The Vertika Impala Vertical Track System is the result of many 
years of research and technical development that has produced 
a product suitable for the contract healthcare blind market.

It has been designed for maximum performance and minimum 
maintenance, allowing consistent operation even with the rigours 
and occasional abuse in a commercial installation.

The Impala wand operated vertical blind system offer may 
product benefi ts.

Ease of operation makes it perfect for hospitals and schools.

Hold the wand and draw the louvres to the side, twist the wand 
and tilt the louvres to the desired position for perfect shading.

The elimination of sensitive components makes the wand 
operated Impala system even more user friendly.

Rigid self-aligning design of the travellers makes it almost 
impossible for the vanes to be knocked out of alignment, 
maintaining aesthetic appearance.

Aluminium track body provides maximim strength and minimal 
visual intrusion.

Wheeled louvre carriers provide low friction free operation.

Minimum light gaps between louvre and headrail.

The Vertika product range should be used typically, where high 
frequency traffi c exists or areas where special requirements have 
to be catered for, i.e. Hospitals, food handling or where there is 
a potential for cross-contamination by harmful bacteria.

Our new, non-toxic, patent-protected additive, available only 
from Vertika, inhibits the growth of potentially harmful bacteria 
and fungi, effectively providing additional hygiene protection for 
hospital patients, staff and workforces in businesses, particularly 
in Healthcare, food, and education.

When combined with the Vertika range of fabrics, the Vertika 
Impala system provides an effective solution to the problems of 
solar glare and heat gain, and provides the privacy required in 
a healthcare environment.

IMPALA
 WAND OPERATED VERTICAL BLIND SYSTEM

SIZE:
Headrail cross section is Headrail cross section is 
45 mm x 26 mm45 mm x 26 mm

Single draw blinds can be Single draw blinds can be 
4.5 mm wide maximum.4.5 mm wide maximum.

Centre draw blinds can be Centre draw blinds can be 
4.0 mm wide maximum.4.0 mm wide maximum.

FEATURES:
No loose hanging cord or chains for safety 
particularly children. 
Wand can be removed for cleaning.

The wand controls both traversing of the louvres 
and tilt.

Headrail system provides an equal louvre overlap 
for improved appearance.

Flexible single and split draw options.

Available in white headrail colour.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS:
Control Rod

 Ø 8.1 mm aluminium alloy with a white powder 
paint fi nish.

Handle & connector

he Ø 20 mm x 77 mm long handle is barium 
sulphate fi lled polypropylene.
The Ø 11 mm x 35 mm long connector is acetal.

Wand gearbox & connectors

The gearbox is a traveller body 41 mm x 36 mm  
x 16 mm with a Ø 9 mm x 20 mm long hook. The 
56 mm x 49 mm x 1.6 mm connectors are acetal 
and provide a fi xing hole for the gearbox and four 
variable length fi ttings for the traveller.


